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EXCALIBUR MATRIX SAPPHIRE PERFECT FOR THE
SMALL-FRAMED SHOOTER
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada - We all love speed and power, but there should
be a crossbow for everyone.
Introducing the Excalibur Matrix Sapphire, the perfect crossbow for the smallframed shooter. The Matrix Sapphire delivers all the power needed for all
North American game in a more compact and comfortable frame.
“The Matrix Sapphire crossbow is the ideal crossbow for the smaller shooters
or those just learning to shoot,” said Ryan Hawkins, product marketing
manager for Excalibur. “Everything from the look and feel to the performance
of this crossbow makes it a perfect match for small framed shooters. ’’

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Stroke: 	

10.8”

Width Uncocked:

32.25 Inches

Draw weight: 	

200 lbs.

Weight: 	

5.5 lbs.

Overall Length: 	

32.25”

MSRP: 	

$829

Carrying similar features to the Matrix line, the Sapphire has a narrow
profile and ultra short stock producing a shorter length of pull, which brings
everything closer to the shooter by one inch.
The Matrix Sapphire sports Excalibur Compact Recurve Technology (CRT)
limbs and a compact thumbhole stock. The crossbow weighs 5.5 pounds,
spans 30.5 inches uncocked and has an overall length of 32.25 inches. The
crossbow has a 10.8-inch power stroke and produces arrows speeds up to
305 fps.
While this crossbow may be ideal for the smaller or novice hunter, there were
no compromises made when it comes to quality. The Matrix Sapphire will
deliver the same durability and reliability customers expect from Excalibur.

• Compact Recurve Technology (CRT) 		
limbs
• Compact thumbhole stock
• Narrow profile with shorter length of pull
• Mossy Oak Break-Up® Country™ Finish
• MSRP: $829
Package Includes:
• Dead-Zone Illuminated Scope with 1” 		
rings
• Four-arrow quiver
• Four Diablo arrows with 150 grain field 		
points
• Compatible with all Excalibur accessories
• Extender can be added to increase length
of pull as the shooter grows
• Rope-cocking aid

Offered in Mossy Oak Break-Up® Country™, the Matrix Sapphire comes
equipped with a Dead Zone scope, four-arrow camo quiver, four Diablo
arrows and a rope cocking aid. Suggested retail price on for the crossbow is
$829.
For more information, visit www.excaliburcrossbow.com.
Excalibur Crossbow manufactures and distributes efficient, reliable, and
accurate hunting recurve crossbows and other archery accessories. Founded
in 1983, Excalibur Crossbow offices and manufacturing facilities are located
in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. Excalibur is a member of the Bowtech family
of brands along with Bowtech, Diamond, Octane, and Stryker.
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Excalibur Crossbow is a 				

brand.

